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Human activity threatens whales. Whale populations
face indirect impacts such as ocean noise and pollu-
tion, as well as direct impacts from whaling, fishing
gear entanglements, and ship collisions (1). Such col-
lisions are believed to kill about 80 whales on the US
West Coast each year (2). Although precise estimates
have not been tabulated, whale deaths likely amount
to several thousand annually worldwide.

Simple steps could reduce this toll, but these
have yet to be put in place in a systemized way (3–5).
With maritime traffic expanding, the threat to whales
can be expected to increase. It is therefore critical
that we investigate what can be learned from the
management of other transport systems to reduce
collision and improve whale conservation.

Shipping routes have been compared with roads,
and concepts from terrestrial ecology have been bor-
rowed to assess the direct and indirect ecological
impacts from shipping on marine giants (6). For
example, some have suggested that the addition of
transition zones adjacent to maritime routes may
help buffer the spread of shipping environmental
impact. We extend this approach to draw lessons
from the aviation industry on how to manage colli-
sions with wildlife, lessons that point to crucial steps
for better protecting the ocean’s whales (Fig. 1).

Key Comparisons
There are some key theoretical similarities with the avia-
tion industry (Fig. 2). Both whale–ship and bird–aircraft

Fig. 1. The aviation industry offers useful lessons for the shipping industry on how to manage wildlife collisions,
which point to crucial steps for better protecting whales. Image credit: Shutterstock/Manamana.
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collisions occur in three-dimensional space. Ship
draught can reach a depth of 20 m, and some whale
species spend considerable time at these depths.
These include Bryde's whales in the Hauraki Gulf, which
spend 91% of their time between 0 and 14 m beneath
the surface (7).

Proactive actions are crucial toprevent animal losses
resulting from collisions with ships and aircraft.

Although this environment seems to permit ani-
mals to fly or dive to avoid being hit, studies have
shown that whales and birds often do not detect
oncoming vehicles (5, 8). The three-dimensional envi-
ronment also hinders the detection of animals by
those on aircraft and ships. Plus, the viewing angle of
pilots is often limited. Even if pilots do see animals,
the high speed and low maneuverability of large air-
craft and ships hamper last-minute avoidance (9).

Aerial and maritime transportation journeys are
both planned in advance, which could allow the
modeling of collision probability along given routes.
Modeling capacity is already high for the skies near
airports (10), and the emergence of Big Data techni-
ques will offer the same improvements for whale
detection in data-poor environments such as the
world’s oceans (11). Another similarity between trans-
port by sky and sea is that neither has routes marked
with asphalt and rails, hence hot spots of animal
strikes are not limited to confined areas but instead
span broader and unmarked regions.

Finally, both aircraft and ships frequently cross
international borders and so their management leans
on international regulation, through the International
Civil Aircraft Organization (ICAO) and International
Maritime Organization (IMO). The ICAO is a United
Nations agency “whose mission is to achieve safe,
secure, and sustainable development of civil avi-
ation.” The IMO is the counterpart for maritime
transportation.

Despite these similarities between bird–aircraft
and whale–ship collisions, the primary motivations to
avoid these collisions are clearly different, resulting in
different management processes. Because bird
strikes can be fatal for those on a plane, the primary
concern for aerial collisions is the safety of the crew
and passengers. This human safety consideration has
led the aviation industry to adopt standardized pro-
cesses over the last decades (12).

Bird–aircraft collision management follows a coor-
dinated top-down process supervised by the ICAO,
which manages a global strike database, encourages
strike reporting, and advocates for risk assessment
and cost-effectiveness analysis, through internal stan-
dardized processes (13). As such, bird–aircraft colli-
sion management now includes proactive solutions
(12). For instance, new airport sites are carefully con-
sidered to avoid wildlife hazards. Moreover, under-
standing the seasonal and diurnal migration of birds
helps the aviation industry plan safe routes and even
alter schedules as necessary. This knowledge also

allows adequate environmental compensation on the
basis of national or international law (e.g., European
Union Directive 2004/35/EC).

Risks to safety and property from whale–ship colli-
sions are lower, and so the shipping industry treats
animal strikes as a relatively low priority (14). That
makes environmental concerns the major driver to
reduce whale–ship collisions. Consequently, despite
IMO guidelines on ship strikes (15), few standardized
processes have emerged. When a collision hot spot
is identified, Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and governments propose solutions at the
regional level, and sometimes at the IMO level (5),
following a bottom-up process (i.e., countries pro-
pose measures to the IMO).

Seeking Solutions
Proposals for mitigation submitted to the IMO must
follow a lengthy process (4), and the fate of such pro-
posals often depends on two factors. First, the IMO is
more likely to accept these solutions if the party sub-
mitting them has already implemented the solutions at
a national or regional level (3). Second, measures are
more likely to be considered by the IMO if the pro-
posal includes an analysis of costs, benefits, and risk
reductions triggered by the proposed measures (15).

Up until now, only nine proposals have been
adopted; as in many proposals, neither of these con-
ditions are met (5). For instance, a proposal for a Traf-
fic Separation Scheme and recommended speed
limitations around the Strait of Gibraltar near Tangier
was rejected because it lacked key details such as
estimates of vessel strike risks. In addition, mandatory
speed reductions, which represent one of the most
effective solutions, have never been accepted by the
IMO, mainly because of related high costs (e.g.,
delays arriving at a given port). Hence, without a
comprehensive and robust proposal, the IMO deci-
sion makers cannot make a decision (3–5, 14).

Proactive actions are crucial to prevent animal
losses resulting from collisions with ships and aircraft
(16). Much could be learned from the ICAO standard-
ized management process for aviation. Specifically,
the ICAO has established a global mandatory report-
ing system, which is followed by 196 countries, to
collect multiple parameters on collisions [e.g., spe-
cies, speed, damage (17)]. This ICAO Bird Strike
Information System (IBIS) has collected more than
150,000 extensive collision reports since 2000 (18).

Although, the probability of collision might be of
similar magnitude for aircraft and ships (14), in the
case of whale–ship collisions, mandatory reporting
measures are scarce and rely on initiatives from indi-
vidual nations. At the international level, the IMO
casualty event database does not include any whale-
ship collision events [Global Integrated Shipping
Information System (GISIS) (3)].

The International Whaling Commission (IWC)
manages the largest independent whale–ship colli-
sion database through voluntary reports of collisions,
gathering 501 events since 2000 (19). We, therefore,
recommend that the IMO integrate the IWC
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database into GISIS, in addition to implementing
mandatory strike reporting.

This should significantly reduce the current high
level of ship strike under-reporting, and help better
understand collisions, in particular on their dynamics
(e.g., temporal and spatial distributions of events). The
presence of these events in the GISIS database would
therefore provide the shipping industry with informa-
tion on high-risk collision areas. This information could
be essential for identifying mitigation solutions, but also
for supporting measures related to other environmental
issues that would also benefit whale conservation [e.g.,
speed reduction for greenhouse gas emissions and
underwater noise pollution problems (20)].

The ICAO extensive knowledge of collisions allows
for the implementation of effective measures to prevent
these events (17). Because main wildlife–aircraft colli-
sions occur in the vicinity of airports, the ICAO imposes
dedicated teams to monitor the risk in each facility. The
same rationale may be challenging for shipping, but
mandatory crew training in whale detection could be
implemented by the IMO, as it has been proven that
crews on ships are less likely to detect whales than
trained observers (21). The ICAO also requires airports
to implement regular risk assessment followed by effec-
tive mitigation measures, through short- and long-term
management plans that integrate laws and regulations
on rare and endangered species (17).

The ICAO already asks those causing the colli-
sions to carry out risk assessments and that this
should not be initiated by governments and NGOs.
However, for whales, when risk analyses are pro-
duced, NGOs or governments usually conduct them.
The IMO could thus apply the ICAO requirement to

ports and shipping companies for maritime routes
that cross identified whale hot spots [e.g., Important
Marine Mammal Areas; IMMA (22)] or areas with
poor data knowledge (23). Again, the mandatory
ICAO data collection and risk assessments lead to
proactive measures for preventing wildlife–aircraft
collisions [e.g., airport selection, adaptation of flight
schedules to seasonal and daily migration, compen-
sation (12, 24)].

Overall, for whale–ship collision management, the
lack of a coordinated top-down process, an extensive
global strike database, and standardized protocols
often leads to a low level of compliance with suggested
mitigation measures (3, 5, 14). Following the ICAO
rationale, because compliance markedly increases with
regulation (25), these companies would be more likely
to comply with IMO mandatory measures aiming at
mitigating their impacts on whales.

Furthermore, similar IMO measures for whales
would also not only reduce threats to whales but also
prevent further damages to vessels—and sometimes
passengers—and bad publicity for shipping compa-
nies (14). Entering port with a 14-m-long dead fin
whale draped over the bow bulb of a ship is poor
advertising; yet shipping companies are keen to
maintain a positive image among members of the
public, to improve social acceptability and prosperity.
Although incentives for the maritime industry might
not be linked to damage costs or human safety, it is
in their best interest to preserve whales by reducing
collisions.

In sum, the IMO should 1) implement a global
mandatory reporting of the collision events; 2) under-
take a joint coordination of the collision database

Fig. 2. Comparing the primary features of wildlife–vehicle collisions among four transportation industries highlights important differences
and commonalities. Whale–ship collisions share more characteristics with bird–aircraft collisions than with terrestrial wildlife–vehicle collisions.
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with the IWC and other local initiatives; 3) compel
training of crews in whale detection; 4) incentivize
ports and shipping companies to implement risk
assessments in key areas, particularly in cases of
planned increases in shipping activity; and 5) ask of
the same ports and shipping companies to imple-
ment short- and long-term management plans for
rare and endangered whale species to mitigate the
identified risks. Implementing these measures by
the IMO, as the ICAO has done in the past albeit for

different motivations, should greatly increase knowl-
edge and induce proactive actions to reduce colli-
sions. If it does not, the long-term survival of some
endangered whale populations could be at risk.
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